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Brand DNA

Brand Promise

UCP Wheels empowers individuals
and communities to unlock their
potential by providing access
to opportunities and enabling the
freedom of expression.
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Message
UCP Wheels is transforming the world by enabling individuals, empowering
families, and uniting diverse communities.
Values
Access
Opportunity
Potential
Diversity
Empowerment
Freedom
Expression
Tone
Optimistic, inclusive, and relatable.
Team
The UCP Wheels for Humanity team is passionate, engaged, and aware.

The brand promise, message, values, and tone can be expressed in other words,
but should reflect similar qualities.

Brand DNA
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General Audience
Beneficiaries, donors, grant-makers, volunteers, and the general public.
Targeted Audience
Within the larger audience, specific groups provide new opportunities for
dialogue and interaction with UCP Wheels.
Two distinct groups, identified for the new engagements, include individuals
who are interested in bike and auto cultures as well as individuals who are
passionate about overcoming challenges (e.g. athletes). These two groups
of individuals who are enthusiastic to share their stories with their networks
which will help increase the donations to and the awareness of UCP Wheels.

Brand DNA
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Differentiating Factor
UCP Wheels for Humanity is distinct because of the diverse programs it
offers. These include services and training for mobility, empowerment,
therapy, and advocacy as well as the design, manufacturing, and distribution
of wheelchairs.
This differentiating factor provides a strong, unique message and should be
utilized along with the general tone and values of the UCP Wheels brand
within all marketing materials.

Audience Engagement
Both kinds of audience (general and targeted) are inspired to join the UCP
Wheels community because they connect with movements which:
•
•
•
•

Unlock human potential
Empower individuals by providing access to opportunities
Unite diverse communities
Believe in equality and the dignified treatment of all people

The targeted audience is outlined with more specificity within the engagement
recommendations.

This differentiating factor has been identified as a key message in the UCP
Wheels value proposition.

Logo and Mark

Conceptual Value

The refreshed logo is typeset
in Neue Haas Grotesk, a timeless,
modern font – fitting for the vital
work of UCP Wheels. The refreshed
mark represents an abstract
wheelchair, comprised of quarter
segments which represent the four
core programs of UCP Wheels.
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Mark development
The mark development is visually represented in three steps – displaying
the transformation from a wheelchair icon to a full circle, and then to quarter
segments which are arranged to create the final mark.

Wheelchair icon

Full circle

Quarter segments

Final mark

This mark development is for internal buy-in purposes and does not need to be
shown to the external audience.

Logo and Mark
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Logomark

Logo and Mark
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Logotype

a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of

The mark needs appropriate space when displayed alone. This space is denoted
by the above guidelines.

of Los Angeles

of Los Angeles

The logotype can be displayed by itself without the mark.

Logo and Mark

Logo and Mark
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UCP Wheels Lockup
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Alternate UCP Wheels Lockup

a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of

of Los Angeles

of Los Angeles

The primary UCP Wheels lockup displays UCP underneath Wheels for Humanity.

The alternate logo lockup displays UCP to the right of Wheels for Humanity.

Logo and Mark

Logo and Mark
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Monochrome Lockup

Country Lockup

El Salvador
a subsidiary of

of Los Angeles

of Los Angeles

El Salvador
a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of

of Los Angeles

of Los Angeles

When appropriate, the corresponding country appears underneath Wheels for
Humanity in a smaller font size.

The logo can be displayed in UCP Wheels colors – yellow or blue – as well as in
black or white when on a solid color or image. If shown in a colored box, the size
of the colored background is identical to the space given around the logo.

Logo and Mark
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Logo Alignment

a subsidiary of

Logo and Mark
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Logo Alignment

of Los Angeles

a subsidiary of

Copy can align to the left edge of the mark or the left edge of the typeset logo.

of Los Angeles

The alignment should always be to the left, but can appear in the upper or
lower portions of the image or page.

Logo and Mark

Logo and Mark
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Logo Rules
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Logo Rules

a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of
of Los Angeles

a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of
of Los Angeles

1. The mark should not stack vertically on top of the logo.
2. The UCP logo should not be separated below Wheels for Humanity.

of Los Angeles

of Los Angeles

3. The logo should not be distorted.
4. The logo should not be colored outside of the brand guidelines.

Logo and Mark

Logo and Mark
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Logo Rules
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Logo Rules

a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of

of Los Angeles

of Los Angeles

5. The white logo should not sit on an image if illegible.
6. The blue and yellow logo should not sit on a image if illegible.

a subsidiary of

a subsidiary of

of Los Angeles

of Los Angeles

7. The logomark should not be blue when on a colored background.
8. The logo should not have any effects or shadows.

Brand Language

Brand Refresh

The refreshed brand language
references UCP, yet is distinct
and uses the new logo to create
abstract, bold patterns and
interesting image croppings.
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Fonts
Lato, used as a headline font, is friendly, unique and web-friendly. The
distinctiveness of the characters displays especially well in bold and in large
font sizes for headlines and statistics.
Arimo, used as a text font, is a redrawing of Helvetica and is modern, clean,
and also web-friendly. Because of its classic characteristics, Arimo works
well for copy, text, and descriptions.
Colors
The colors are a limited palette from the UCP brand (removing the green),
with a slight brightening of the yellow.
Pattern
A unique pattern references the mark and can be used as a graphic
treatment or background in marketing materials. It should be used only for
distinct features (i.e. as a divider graphic in a featured article in newsletter)
and works best in the UCP Wheels yellow.
Circular Cropping
Photographs and UCP Wheels colors can be cropped with large and small
circles featuring beneficiaries and interesting quotes or statistics.

The brand language can be expanded as applications call for additional uses,
such as video.

Brand Language
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Brand Language
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Headline Font

Text Font

Lato - Bold

Arimo - Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?@$%&()*

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?@$%&()*

Lato - Regular

Arimo - Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?@$%&()*

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?@$%&()*

Headline font – used for headlines and statistics.

Text font – used for text and descriptions.

Brand Language

Brand Language
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Color Values
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Color Gradients

RGB: 249 182 23
CMYK: 1 31 100 0
HEX: #f9b516

RGB: 0 102 128
CMYK: 92 51 36 12
HEX: #00657f

RGB: 0 0 0
CMYK: 0 0 0 100
HEX: #000000

RGB: 0 102 128
CMYK: 0 0 0 20
HEX: #d1d2d4

100%

For applications, the yellow is used as the primary color and the blue is always
secondary.

80%

60%

40%

Gradients of the colors can be utilized for areas where additional differentiation is
needed for branded materials.

20%

Brand Language
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Brand Language
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Outline Pattern

Solid Pattern

The repeated logo can form a pattern which can be used for marketing
applications.

The pattern can appear in outline or in solid forms.

Brand Language
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Featured Text

Brand Language
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Featured Image

WE BELIEVE
IN EXPRESSION FOR
ALL INDIVIDUALS.

Outlined or filled circles can display a distinct quote or statistic.

Featured beneficiaries can be displayed in a circle.

Photography

Image Curation

All images used for UCP Wheels
should be engaging, inspirational,
and full of joy. Since imagery is the
quickest way to understand the
UCP Wheels programs, it should
always reflect the widespread,
transformational results of these
programs.
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Photography
Photography should maintain the core values of UCP Wheels. To maintain
the positive, joyful impact of the images, beneficiaries should always
be seen empowered and expressing freedom. While the dramatic
transformation of the beneficiaries’ lives is important to understand, the
majority of imagery should feel hopeful and upbeat, rather than displaying
the prior condition of each beneficiary.
Additionally, imagery should focus on UCP Wheels differentiating factor –
the multitude of programs offered by the organization. Specific images
showcasing the work done across each program should be highlighted
across different countries.

These recommendations also apply to video.

Photography

Mobility
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Photography
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Photography

Empowerment
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Photography
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Photography

Therapy
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Photography
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Photography

Advocacy
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Photography
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Application

Brand Stength

The core values, logo lockups,
brand language, and photo
guidelines remain consistent
throughout applications to deliver
an impactful and engaging brand.
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Collateral
The business cards and letterhead display the use of the logo and alignment.
Printed Materials
The bag, t-shirts, and newsletter display the flexibility of the mark and the
use of color across different printed materials.
Digital Materials
The presentation slides and website pages display how the logo, brand
language, and photography work within digital applications. The website has
been modified according to user experience best practices.

The general content of the website has remained the same, but the structure and
flow is different.

Application
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Application
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Business Card Mockup

Letterhead Mockup

Front and back of business cards.

The letterhead displays an example use of text alignment to the logo.

Application
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Application

Business Card Context

Collateral Context

Visualized for contextual value.

A set of branded collateral.
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Application
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Application
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Tote Bag

T-shirt

A branded tote bag as a gift for both donors and beneficiaries.

Different examples of branded t-shirts.

Application
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Application
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Newsletter

Newsletter Feature

The newsletter cover can display a featured beneficiary or program.

Featured events or individuals within the newsletter can appear on a page with a
yellow background.

Application
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Application
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Presentation Cover Slide

Presentation Internal Slide

An example of the first page of a presentation deck. The logo, title, and date
should be left aligned.

The yellow panel on the top of each page displays the logo and title of each slide.
Details or footnotes, if necessary, can appear in blue.

Application
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Application
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Landing Page

Landing Page Scroll

The navigation panel is in the UCP Wheels distinctive yellow hue and each hero
image contains a direct call-to-action.

The Landing page is divided into distinct sections which enable the user to
understand the complete value of the organization.

Application
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Application
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Impact Page

Impact Page Scroll

The Impact page shares a similar structure with all the main pages – a large hero
and footer image with the content divided into distinct sections which follows the
same type hierarchy.

On the Impact page, each UCP Wheels program is displayed with a circular
cropping next to a brief summary of the program’s details.

Closing Notes
These recommendations are a result of the collaboration between Strategy&
Digital and the UCP Wheels team. All recommendations are intended for sole
use of the organization.
Continued Use
Logo files and fonts will be provided along with the recommendations.
All visualized images will be provided as jpegs for reference with the
understanding that they were created for illustrative purposes within the
collaborative process.

